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	Text8: 
	Comments: This form covers both GOES-16 and GOES-17 Magnetometers (MAG). The panel unanimously agrees that the MAG L1b products have achieved Full Validation. Below are specific comments and some recommendations:- The NCEI science team demonstrated at the MAGs are achieving their waivered accuracy values of 2.3 +/- 4.0 nT for G16 and 2.1 +/- 0.8 nT for G17.- A number of ongoing but reasonably-well understood issues continue affect data quality. One is spacecraft arcjet firings, especially with GOES-16. When the arcjets fire, the errors increase dramatically and the data become unusable. A data quality flag has been put into place so that users know when these poor data periods occur. GOES-16's arcjets are being used more than previously, so these episodes have increased in frequency. The science team should continue to monitor this issue moving forward and make sure that the product documentation provides a clear description of these problems. It's worthy of note that other spacecraft functions can also cause MAG noise and increased errors.- Another issue is related to an anomalous seasonal thermal response. The team is actively working on some corrections to these issues, and these will likely be implemented at the post-L1b point in the processing so that the downstream L2 products are improved. We recommend continuing to investigate fixes to these thermal anomalies.- A yaw flip bias correction was implemented into the ground system on 2/22/2021 - we recommend checking after the upcoming GOES-17 yaw flip in early April to make sure the correction behaves as it's intended.- The panel recommends thoroughly documenting all known issues in the README file, and include in that some of the excellent graphics that were presented during the full validation review on 2/25/2021.- Although perhaps beyond the scope of this review, we also recommend using the close co-location of GOES-17 and GOES-18 (GMAG), when that occurs, to perform some MAG data comparisons. 


